CHECK OUT SOME ITEMS IN OUR PRODUCT LINES!

NOVEMBER, 2020

A.C. GILBERT’S HERITAGE —
A collection of Gilbert historical articles, photographs, & product information. 164 pages; softcover. $38

LIONEL has delivered the Legacy-equipped BERKSHIRE engines. 2020 Christmas Cars, and other freights arriving this month.

MTH has yet to deliver anything from the 2019 S-scale Catalog, but the SW8 and NW2 Switchers are due “soon.”

FOLLOW US ON OUR FACEBOOK PAGE!
WEEKLY SPECIALS & ANNOUNCEMENTS.

BEST NEW BOOK
ON Gilbert’s 3/16-scale O-gauge trains, accessories, and track products!
Soft-cover Full color
Over 130 pages $39.

NEW AF PARTS available!

a) The internal Activating Wires for all AF Crossing Gates.
b) The long Plunger Pin for the 716 red side-dump hoppers.
c) Solenoid relay coils on fiber base, for 759 Bell Signals.
d) LED Warm-white #8352 plug-in style bulbs for American Models and Lionel use;
e) the 11” mid-size blue-&-yellow LC freight car boxes, and the 14” large red-&-white KC passenger car boxes.

FOR YOU S-SCALE BRASS COLLECTORS:
Contact Dallas at 717-661-7041, for a large S-scale brass collection being liquidated!
Or: info@dallee.com

VISA, MASTERCARD, DISCOVER, & AMEX PREFERRED.
PAYPAL ALSO ACCEPTED.

VISIT US AT: www.portlines.com for more products and details!
E-mail: doug@portlines.com

Info about the 2021 NASG NATIONAL CONVENTION in Buffalo, NY, is now available at http://www.nasg.org/Convention/2021/

The Ferris Steam & Diesel Test Stands for S-Gauge Engines. Steam versions are adjustable for both height and length. Use for testing engines in upright position!
3-D printed components. Just $23.95 each, or both for $45.
PORT LINES HOBBY SUPPLIES

"Specialists in American Flyer Trains, & S-Gauge Railroading"

Doug Peck
6 Storeybrooke Drive
Newburyport, MA 01950
Toll-free (888) - 708 - 0782
E-mail: doug@portlines.com

“New England’s S-Gauge Specialists”

We stock most major S manufacturers, including:

- American Flyer by Gilbert
- S-Helper Service
- Dallee Electronics
- Royal Train Equipment
- Tortoise Switch Machines
- Gargraves Track
- Greenberg Books
- Tom Barker books
- Kalmbach Publications
- Leventon Hobby Supplies
- Bar Mills Models
- Korando Publications
- Z-Stuff Signals
- Challenger smoke fluid & tubes
- Reversesco Figures
- American S-Gauge Track

- American Flyer by Lionel
- Pre-Size Specialties
- Heimburger House Publishing
- Twin Whistle Structures
- Classic Model Trains Paints
- Kadee Couplers
- Motrak Models
- Des Plaines Hobbies
- RP/CYC Publishing
- “Supersmoke”, & “An1” smoke fluids
- Mount Blue Models
- MTH
- K-Line
- Model Engineering Works
- Hunterline Wood Products

- American Models
- Arttista
- Model Tech Studios
- Lehigh Valley Models
- Palace Car Co.
- All Precision Products
- PM Hobbies
- NJ Int’l Signals
- Berkshire Junction Electronics
- Banta Modelworks
- SnS and Timko Can-Motors
- Crown Models
- Scenery Unlimited
- M2 Vehicles
- Greenlight Vehicles

AMERICAN FLYER Parts Service: Thousands of AF parts, repro and used, regularly stocked.
“ If we don’t have it, your probably can’t get it!”

OUR COMPLETE AF PARTS CATALOG (over 130 pages; no pictures) IS ACCESSIBLE FROM OUR WEBSITE, with SECURE On-Line ordering capability through our Shopping Cart System. ALSO AVAILABLE BY MAIL, FOR $9.00 POSTPAID.
FROM OUR WEBSITE, YOU CAN ALSO ACCESS, & ORDER FROM, OUR CURRENT INVENTORY OF MANY S-MANUFACTURERS, INCLUDING AMERICAN MODELS, S-HELPER SERVICE, MTH, & LIONEL!

E-MAIL MAILING-LIST: Due to costs, we do not maintain a regular postal mailing list. Instead, for immediate notification about new products, order deadlines, and other significant “S” news, add your name to our automatic monthly E-mail Newsletter. You will receive such notifications in a “blind-copy” format so that your email address is not visible to anyone else on the list. To be added to our Auto E-Mail Newsletter, just e-mail us requesting to be added. Please include your name and postal mailing address as well. You may request removal at any time.

http://www.portlines.com
doug@portlines.com

WE’RE NOW ON FACEBOOK!
WEEKLY SPECIALS, AND PRODUCT UPDATES.
“PORT LINES HOBBY SUPPLY“ PLEASE LIKE US !!!!